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Welcome to the May StrongLoop newsletter, a summary of the previous month’s
StrongLoop blog content: LoopBack, API Microgateway, the Open API Initiative, and
API developer news and tutorials, as well as announcements and events.

Build an Online Game With LoopBack 4 (Pt 3)
Wenbo Sun has been sharing a new project he’s creating: an online web text-based
adventure game. We already have some simple APIs in this project. They are all
default CRUD (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) APIs that auto-generated by
LoopBack 4. In the latest part of this series by Wenbo Sun, discover how to customize
APIs in Controller!
READ MORE >>>

Learn About Mashr and Puppeteer at the Next
HackerJS Meetup (June 12)
The next HackerJS Meetup will feature two great talks, as well as open mic and social
time:
•

“Building a Data Pipeline for the Cloud” - Jacob Coker-Dukowitz, Software
Engineer at Mashr.

•

“e2e UI testing using Puppeteer” - Amir Jafarian, Software Engineer for API
Connect at IBM.

Learn more about these and register at the link!
READ MORE >>>
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LoopBack 4 April 2019 Milestone Update
Janny Hou describes an outstanding number of code contributions in March, making
for a very productive month! We merged 63 PRs in total, and 10 out of them are from
the community. Cheers!
The team was able to make good progress of the epics we are focusing on, like LB3 to
LB4 migration, adding @loopback/context features, JavaScript experience, the
authentication system, and describing model properties to be more flexible. Read
more to see the details of our achievements in March.
READ MORE >>>

In the Loop - May 30, 2019
In each “In the Loop” article we list recent news, updates or opinions for Node.js,
OpenAPI Spec, Microgateway, LoopBack and other open source solutions. The May
30th edition covers a lot:
Announcing TypeScript 3.5! ASC, the API Specs Conference! Four strategies to
version APIs! Authentication in LoopBack 4! Documenting a NodeJS REST API with
OpenAPI Spec! Building the next gen Twitter API! + more!
READ MORE >>>

Other News
We have a couple of important announcements for two events that may be of interest
to you!
•

Node + JS Interactive 2019 CFP Now Open >>>

•

Introducing ASC, the API Specifications Conference >>>

That’s all for this month! Thanks for reading, and we’ll see you when we wrap up
June.
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